
LECTURE VI. 331

q, and then reflecting q through c to s ; this last point s would be

brought by the rotation 2 n cd to the position t, namely the re

flexion of q with respect to d ; and so on, till after arriving at the

reflexion w of q, relatively to the last corner g of the given po

lygon, we should be brought back from w to the original posi

tion p, by the final rotation 2 ga ; because p is the reflexion

of q, with respect to the first given corner a. (Arcs of small

circles are denoted in the present figure by straight and dotted

lines; arcs of great circles by lines without dots, but still, for

simplicity, straight.)

346. Again consider the equation of art. 280,

7*/3»ax = - 1,

which gives,

/3»a* = -7-',

and, therefore, by the associative principle, and by the property

(192) of the reciprocal of a product,

In interpreting this equation, in connexion with fig. 56, of art.

280, on the plan of art. 341, we are led to introduce, what it is

extremely easy to form, the conception of spherical angles as

representing conical rotations. In fact, if abc be any

spherical angle, it is natural, when once we combine the concep

tion of such an angle, with the conception of a conical rotation,

to regard the latter as being the operator which would change,

by a plane rotation, the tangent to the side ba of the given angle

abc, to the tangent to the other side bc of the same spherical

angle. Now the last written formula of the present article is

easily seen to express, that if the rotation round the pole a (in

the lately cited fig. 50), through the angle xir, be followed by a

rotation round the pole b (in the same figure) through an angle

= yir, the result will be equivalent to a rotation round the pole c,

through an angle =-zir. But the angles of the triangle abc (in

the same figure) were :

A = \xir ; B = \yir ; C = \zir.

If then, for any spherical triangle, abc, the double of the rota
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tion represented by the angle cab be followed by the double of

the rotation represented by the angle abc, the result will be the

double of the rotation represented by the angle acb (which latter

is the opposite of the rotation bca).

347. To shew this geometrically, let d and e be chosen so

(see the annexed figure 77) that we may

have the following equations between an

gles,

DBA = ABC = CBE, CAB = BAD, ACB = BCE ;

and let us take as two operand points, to

be separately and successively employed,

the vertex c, and the base corner a, of the

spherical triangle abc. Operating then

first on the vertex c, by the two successive rotations,

2x cab, and 2 x abc,

or by

cad and dbc,

we change c first to d, and then back to c again ; but such

would have also been the final result, so far as the operand point

c is concerned, of any rotation whatever round that point c itself

as a pole ; and, therefore, in particular, such would have been

the result, relatively to this operand c, of the rotation repre

sented by

2 X ACB.

Again, as a new and independent process, let us begin with the

base-corner A as an operand point. The first component rota

tion,

2 x CAB,

being performed round this point a as a pole, leaves its position

undisturbed. The second component and conical rotation, re

presented by

2 A
X ABC,

transfers the new operand point a to e. But it is clear, from the

figure, that the same transference might also be effected, by a ro

tation round the vertex c as a pole, represented by
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2 A
X ACB.

The theorem of the last article 19 therefore seen to be true, for

the two different operand points, c and a : whence it is easily

seen, by the general conception of rotation, to be valid for all

others also. (An inspection of figs. 52, 57, of articles 269, 281,

may serve slightly to illustrate this result.)

348. An important although particular case, of the general

theorem of rotation contained in the two last articles, is illus

trated by fig. 43, of art. 242 : namely, the case where the trian

gle abc is triquadrantal. In such a case, because a conical ro

tation through a doubled right angle is equivalent to a reflexion

with respect to the axis or pole, we may expect to find from the

general theorem, that " two successive reflexions, relatively to

two rectangular axes, are equivalent to a single reflexion, with

respect to a third axis perpendicular to both theformer." And

accordingly we see in fig. 43, that if e be first reflected with re

spect to a to f, and if f be then reflected with respect to b to d,

the final result is the same as if e had been at once reflected with

respect to c (to d). It is clear also that, in this case, of tri-

rectangularity, three successive reflexions (with respect to

any three rectangular axes), produce, on the whole, no change:

a conclusion which answers geometrically to the formulae (210),

y'A = - 1, kji = +l ;

because these give, for any operand vector p, the identities,

ijkpk-xyl i"1 = hjipi-^j'lk'1 = p.

349. More generally, from the results of the two foregoing

articles, or from the lately cited formula of art. 280, namely

y'(&ax = - 1,

which gives the equation,

7z/3-Vpa-'/3-»7-s = p,

we may infer, on the same general plan of interpretation (341),

that three successive rotations, represented respectively by the

doubles ofthree successive angles ofany spherical triangle, for

instance (see fig. 56), by

2cab, 2a£c, 2bca,
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produce, on the whole, no effect. And it is easy to generalize

still farther this result, so as to prove the following theorem :

" If a body B be made to revolve through any number ofsucces

sive andfinite rotations, represented as to their axes and ampli

tudes by the doubles of the angles, ai, A2, . . . a„, ofany

sphericalpolygon, this body B will be brought back, hereby, to

its own original position." You will find, by the printed Pro

ceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, that I stated this The

orem (with only a slight difference in its wording), at a general

meeting of that Academy, in November, 1844, as a consequence

of those principles respecting Quaternions, which had been com

municated to the Academy by me, about a year before. The

theorem, at that time, appeared to me to be new ; nor am I able,

at this moment, to specify any work in which it may have been

anticipated : although it seems to me likely enough that some

such anticipation may exist. Be that as it may, the theorem

was certainly suggested to me by the quaternions ; nor can I

easily believe that any other mathematical method shall be found

to furnish any simpler form of expression for the same gene

ral geometrical result. For there is little difficulty in seeing

that the theorem coincides substantially with the conclusion of

art. 345 ; and may, therefore, be expressed in this calculus by

the same identity,

ok 8 7 j3_j

< i 7 /3 a

350. But it is worth while to inquire what will happen, if

instead of compounding, as in some recent articles, rotations re

presented by the doubles of the sides of a spherical triangle, or

polygon, we compound rotations represented by the sides them

selves of the figure; and with respect to this inquiry, the Cal

culus of Quaternions has conducted to results which, although

not very difficult otherwise to prove, appear to me less likely to

have been anticipated.

It has been shewn, in the present Lecture (arts. 258 to 263),

that the product

of the square roots of the successive quotients,


